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UC Blueskies Calls for Help with Recycling

**By Andrew Driscoll**

UC Blueskies is looking for support in changing the recycling situation on campus. The President, Rebecca Hill, is working with the Physical Plant to improve the recycling program. Without current staffing and new recycling bins, recycling was not encouraged in many areas on campus because of the lack of interest by the student body to participate. Previous recycling efforts failed in recycling bins that were contaminated with regular trash, making it impossible for the recycling company to take away our cans and bottles.

According to the Blueskies President, President Rebecca Hill, this year the organization has established a plan to make a significant change in the recycling habits of students and employees. There are several smaller recycling bins located by each dormitory on campus and Physical Plant office/recycling bins to other areas on campus, such as outside of Burns. In addition to taking out the trash in the common rooms of dorms, the cleaning staff at Ursinus will also be taking out recycling that is sparsely spread and not easy to sort.

Small trashcans for recycling are available for any suite that wishes to recycle. Hill noted, "Physical Plant aided Blueskies in adding a blue recycling bin last year. The Physical Plant has been very helpful in this process. They have very accommodating staff that we wanted to do and are willing to take our suggestions to make this work." But the first step in this process is getting the student involved. As Mike Derby of the Physical Plant stated, "I have worked with the students to get the recycling program going." Derby started the recycling program in his dormitory and helped organize a recycling program providing prompt and working with the Physical Plant in making sure all recycling is properly taken care of. The company does not require students to separate glass, plastics or aluminum cans.

The only responsibility students have is to keep recycling separate from regular trash. However, the major concern of UC Blueskies is that students still may not be motivated to recycle. As Hill commented, "We need people's support. One person cannot do this alone; we need the whole community to make a difference. One person can initiate it, but we need others to follow or the plan will never work."

--- Rebecca Hill, Blueskies President

### AIDs Legacy Continues in Poor Countries

**By Maureen Mower**

The Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) epidemic has been the subject of three decades of research, each year with a new generation of scientists working to find a cure for HIV/AIDS. While AIDS continues to be a worldwide epidemic, it is highly localized in many countries. The United States has been able to get under control of the cock- tael of drugs capable of not only prolonging the life of an HIV/AIDs patient, but also increasing the quality of their lives. HIV/AIDS deaths and infections can be controlled to some degree in many countries with the help of highly effective drugs. However, in order to be able to get treated by the cocktail of drugs, an infected person must have access to government assistance.

AIDS did not reach the United States until the early 1980s, when it was first identified as a new disease. Since then, scientists have worked tirelessly to find a cure for HIV/AIDS. Although there are still many questions unanswered, researchers continue to make progress in the fight against this disease.

"There are millions of people who are on HIV/AIDS treatment, but it is too early to say that we have found a cure," said Dr. David Ho, director of the Aaron Diamond AIDS Research Center in New York. "We are making progress, but there is still much work to be done."

On Wednesday, November 14, (Career Services and the Economics and Business Administration Panel Discussion invited four alumni to participate in a panel discussion. These alumni have all found employment in companies such as Morgan Stanley, Vanguard, the Philadelphia Technical Market, and KPMG in a range of positions, including as Managing Directors and Executive Directors.

In this discussion, panelists highlighted the importance of internships and co-op programs that Career Services runs to help students by doing more discussion. The alumni stressed that first impressions made in an interview could mean or break their chance at the job. They attributed the interview skills to the programs that Career Services helps to students by doing practice interviews and job-related that the courses they took in Economics and Business Administration panel discussion.

### Economics and Business Administration Panel Discussion Offers Students Advice on Finding Job Connections

Wiznek took a moment to talk off the subject after he described the tasks of his jobs. He said that he had lost friends, but felt good about being in Ursinus. He then turned the floor over for more discussion.

The alumni started that first impressions made in an interview could make or break their chance at the job. They attributed the interview skills to the programs that Career Services helps to students by doing practice interviews and job-related that the courses they took in Economics and Business Administration panel discussion. The alumni stressed that first impressions made in an interview could mean or break their chance at the job. They attributed the interview skills to the programs that Career Services helps to students by doing practice interviews and job-related that the courses they took in Economics and Business Administration panel discussion.

### In the News

#### Save the Earth

UC Blueskies needs your help to make their recycling program work.

By Andrew Driscoll

UC Blueskies needs your help to make their recycling program work. The students have been told that the university will only recycle if students are willing to separate their recyclable materials.

#### Fear Of Flying

UC student afraid to fly? Find out for yourself in the Student on Campus article.

By Andrew Driscoll

UC student afraid to fly? Find out for yourself in the Student on Campus article.

#### Economics of Christmass

Merchandise may have holiday sales this year, as consumers rush to get their shopping done.

By Andrew Driscoll

Merchandise may have holiday sales this year, as consumers rush to get their shopping done.

### OPINION

#### "Harry Potter"

Review of new movie. Fantastic flick or flop? Read to find out.

By Andrew Driscoll

Review of new movie. Fantastic flick or flop? Read to find out.

#### Messiah

Preview and Information on the annual seasonal performance.

By Andrew Driscoll

Preview and Information on the annual seasonal performance.

### Alternative String Break

This spring, instead of skiing on the beach, put on your workout clothes and lend a helping hand.

By Andrew Driscoll

This spring, instead of skiing on the beach, put on your workout clothes and lend a helping hand.

### Retraction

Retraction of the Wellness article from last week.

By Andrew Driscoll

Retraction of the Wellness article from last week.

### Grizzly Guide

Victoria's Secret first television fashion show and it was a success.

By Andrew Driscoll

Victoria's Secret first television fashion show and it was a success.

### Cross Country

Kates Douglas off to 125th in national competition!

By Andrew Driscoll

Kates Douglas off to 125th in national competition!

### Wrestling

UC head coach seems to be the next big name on the Red Dragons Invitational.

By Andrew Driscoll

UC head coach seems to be the next big name on the Red Dragons Invitational.

### Football

Shattered Dreams, selected as victim of the prestigious Lupus trophy.

By Andrew Driscoll

Shattered Dreams, selected as victim of the prestigious Lupus trophy.
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Volunteers Wanted for NBA League Jam Session

Kate Lehman
Grizzly Writer

The NBA is looking for local volunteers to join the 2002 National Basketball League Jam Session volunteer team. The event will take place at the Philadelphia Convention Center from February 15-23.

Volunteers will have the opportunity to work with all age groups, helping them to develop skills and to create basketball memories. Volunteers can be a host, an information person, or can sharpen their coaching skills. For the volunteers' efforts, chance to win NBA All-Star game will be given away, along with gifts of limited edition NBA merchandise.

Host the event, which includes never-seen-before amount of on-court trading, and various trivia games that will test the fans memories. Fans can also create their own personalized trading cards. Sports fans will enjoy the displays of NBA collectibles, authentic NBA apparel, and NBA All-Star 2002 souvenirs.

NBA and WNBA players will hold autograph sessions in honor of the young fans. The event features the sounds of today's hottest musical artists and over 300,000 square feet of basketball games and activities. Fans can flaunt their skills by battling a finge and devanting a slam dunk contest, by launching jump shots from free throw lines, or shooting free throws at ring

Anyone interested should call the volunteer hotline at 866-NBA-1AMS or log on to http://www.nba.com/jam/session. The NBA volunteer roster, ticket, and volunteer information is updated for each four-hour shift for at least two consecutive days.

AIDS Epidemic Continues to Plague Poor Nations Because of Lack of Affordable Medicine

Continued from Page 1

it set a precedent for successful AIDS intervention elsewhere. It is true that many countries would not be able to follow this model, many African nations, the annual health budget comes to less than $50 per capita.

The poor countries face today lies in the fact that rich countries don't agree that breaking pharmaceutical patents to reduce the cost of treatment is necessary. The cost has been reduced and rare new cases of the epidemic.

New California Law Women to Obtain Emergency Contraceptive Pills Without a Prescription Pennsylvania Residents Still Required to Have a Prescription

Tommy Scheer
Grizzly News Editor

Beginning January 1, female residents of California will be able to obtain emergency contraceptive pills (ECPs), commonly known as "the morning after pill," from a pharmacy without a prescription.

Emergency contraceptive pills (ECPs) are used to prevent pregnancy after unprotected sex. There are two types of ECPs.

One type of ECP uses the same type of hormones - estrogen and progestin - as oral contraceptives. One type of ECP uses hormones that are not the same as oral contraceptives. Use of this pill cuts the risk of pregnancy by 75%.

This type of hormones - estrogen and progestin - as oral contraceptives. Use of this pill cuts the risk of pregnancy by 75%.

The California World Trade Organization (WTO) has a provision called TRIPS (Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights). This law protects patents in countries that are members of the WTO. Every country joining the WTO has to pass laws respecting medical patents. But there are reasons to override these laws, such as a national emergency. Government agencies can get a temporary license, basically, they can take a patent and manufacture or import a generic copy of a drug, paying the patent holder a reasonable royalty.

Poor countries argue that TRIPS should be modified because it would allow companies to gain better access to affordable medicines and would ensure that universal health care is not a luxury but a human right. "It is a crime against humanity for poor people to die because life-saving medicines are too expensive," said a government official from South Africa. Locally produced low-cost medicines are a lifeline for poor people. India could make antibiotics at an eighth of the price of patented versions.

Brazil, along with other countries, supports the proposal for a new round of discussions at the WTO official meeting agenda taking place in Doha, Qatar. The United States, however, does not support the proposal. Poor countries want to make the price of patented versions.

Brazil, along with other countries, supports the proposal for a new round of discussions at the WTO official meeting agenda taking place in Doha, Qatar. The United States, however, does not support the proposal.

Canned Food Drive

When: November 27 – December 2
Look for boxes in Corson and Wismer!

Special Collection in Dorms November 28 in BCM and Reimer after 7 p.m. and November 29 in the Quad after 7 p.m.

Sponsored by SAO, Phi Kappa Sigma, and Sigma Sigma Sigma

Donations Benefit the Salvation Army

Campbell Summit

When: November 27 – December 2

When: November 27 – December 2

When: November 27 – December 2

UC Group Makes Plans For Alternative Spring Break

Christina Abreu
Grizzly Copy Editor

While some students are sunbathing amid empty glasses of champagne in the tropics, others are staying put in the cold, about twenty students at Ursinus College will be hammering nails, laying insulation, and showing off with Habitat for Humanity.

This year's Alternative Spring Break trip is to Davidsonville, Virginia from March 3rd through the 7th to help build two houses for the poor. A second location in Florida will accommodate the large majority of volunteers.

All accommodations for students, including transportation by bus, are included in the cost of the trip. Parents and families are encouraged to join the trip.

All accommodations for students, including transportation by bus, are included in the cost of the trip. Parents and families are encouraged to join the trip.

During the 2002 NBA Jam Session, players competed in the Wheelchair Games. Events such as this are scheduled for the 2002 NBA Jam Session in Philadelphia. Photo courtesy of NBA.com.

All accommodations for students, including transportation by bus, are included in the cost of the trip. Parents and families are encouraged to join the trip.

All accommodations for students, including transportation by bus, are included in the cost of the trip. Parents and families are encouraged to join the trip.
Thanksgiving has come and gone, and hopefully we have all had fried turkey, stuffing, cranberry sauce, and pumpkin pie to sit us until we gorge ourselves again at Christmas.

Although it was a large part of Thanksgiving, it is of course not the only important aspect of this time-honored tradition and in some cases, holiday season.

Thanksgiving is a time when families gather to give thanks for their blessings received in the past year. It is also a time for people to get together and share in the warmth of each other’s company.

After the announcement that the event had to be canceled, I was not sure what to do. I wanted to make our country, a war zone where we were no longer able to do as we pleased, and we allow them do not only threaten humans but also our own survival. And I believe that this is where the problem lies. It is not just about the war-torn regions, but also about the people who are suffering from these conflicts.

I was scared of flying being out of the way of my life and the plane. I was scared of terrorism, an out-of-the-blue event I was always filled with a sense of relief that I made it. However, the Christmas season did not fall from the sky before, either, they did not increase at the usual rate.

Although we are not in a recession today there have been many other factors that have contributed, many shoppers curtailing their spending this season. I am one of those who shop at Christmas.

Even though there is more security, you are not completely safe. - Hahn Tran '04

"Feel completely safe to travel. My momss have not changed." - Leslie Carter '04

"I feel safe with airplanes, because they are still safer than driving." - Armin Milonas '04

I am not the least bit afraid to fly. "Bob Lemons '01"
When it comes to elegance and class Ralph Lauren has always been at the top of both categories. He released the commercial for his latest Ralph Lauren campaign, www.polo.com, a year or two ago, and he made sure people knew about it. The main part of the page is a link to the polo.com magazine. Here you can pick which section you want to read without having to go through the hassle of printing out a magazine and trying to find the one article you want to read. Some of the categories in this magazine include home and entertaining, and sport. It is also possible to access recent sale items from the website. When I checked it out, Ralph Lauren was promoting full sail, and links to 40%, 45%, or 50% off items. What a deal! I thought the links to the sales were very convenient because sometimes at the stores you have to wait for a sale to come, and even then it does not guarantee that you will have the item in stock. While the website doesn't guarantee that it will be there, you select from the main stock of clothing, which definitely gives you a better outcome of finding what you want.

The fun didn't stop there. Across the bottom of the screen were even more links to many interesting pages. There was a link to the runway. If you are into the Ralph Lauren runways take a look at the page for you. Not only does it give you pictures from the past and present season, but it also shows what is going to be happening in the season. How exciting! You can be the first of your friends to know the new fashions before they even come out.

As time passes, Harry begins to receive invitations in the mail to attend prestigious wizard schools. He begins to learn the craft of wizardry. There he meets Hermione Granger and Ron Weasley and they become fast friends.

When the three friends find out the sorcerer’s stone—a magical stone that can keep someone alive forever, Harry instantly knows the stone is in danger because there is something about the way they are designed, that makes them very authentically pleasing. Having trouble finding a Ralph Lauren store near you, just click on the link to the store page and order your clothes will be delivered. Here you can locate a store anywhere in the country and you can also know what lines of clothing that store sells, such as men, women, children, or fragrance.

Finally you need help with something or have a question there is an assistance page where you can find the answers to all of your very important problems.

The polo.com website was more than I could ever imagined it would be. It was very simple, clean, had many pictures, lots of links, lots of information, and was beautifully composed. You can also gift it to some one or just feel like treating yourself and don’t feel like tackling the jam-packed holiday season malls and home decor stores. copy on www.polo.com and you will find yourself surrounded by the easy to find, easy to buy, and always up on fashion world of Ralph Lauren.
The Jazz Ensemble Keeps It Swinging

Sarah Staphan
Grizzly Arts & Entertainment Page 5

"Spy Game" Not Just Another James Bond wannabe

Sarah Staphan
Grizzly Arts & Entertainment Page 5

Messiah to Hit the Stage

Karen Davidson

The glorious strains of Handel’s "Messiah" will once again ring in the Bomberger Auditorium between December 27th and January 8th in Otisville. As a member of the choir remarked recently, "It's a reoccurrence! I doubt anything bad will happen on stage. It's just one of those things that happen on stage."

Another one of the things that happen on stage is the community's response to Handel's "Messiah". It has been a tradition for many years to attend the concert at least once a year. The music is always beautifully performed, and the story is both timeless and relevant.

The concert features选择Edwin Broach, tenor; Edward Branch, baritone; and David Hall, bass. The orchestra is conducted by Edwin Broach, with musical direction by David Hall. The concert is a true reflection of the diversity of talent within our community, and is a testament to the enduring appeal of Handel's "Messiah".

"Messiah" will be performed at 8 p.m. on December 27th, 8 p.m. on January 3rd, and 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. on January 8th. Tickets are available through the Bomberger Auditorium box office, or by calling 1-800-555-1234. For more information, please visit www.bombergerauditorium.com.
Victoria's Secret's First Televised Fashion Show

Becomes a Success

On November 15, 2001, ABC aired the first televised fashion show by Victoria's Secret. The fashion show, which was a Christmas theme, aired at 9:00 p.m. with host Rupert Everett and included performances by Mary J. Blige and Andrea Bocelli.

In the beginning of the show they showed clips from Victoria Secret commercials and clips from television shows that refer to Victoria's Secret. Modeling for the Victoria's Secret Fashion Show were models Rhea Durham, Karen Elson, Molly Goff, Emma Heming, Aurelie Claudel, Omahyra, Diana Anduck Lepere, Tyra Banks, Gisele Bundchen, Fernando Tavares, Rie Rasmussen, Trish Goff, Emma Heming, Aurelie Claudel, Omahyra, Diana Mezzacapo, Caroline Ribeiro, Maggie Rizer, Alessandra Ambrósio, Bridget Hall, Ines Revilla, and Audrey Marnay. The audience met the models and learned some fun information about each one of them.

The fashion show was definitely a success. After the show aired, the FCC was looking into the fashion show because they thought the show did not follow the regulations on broadcast. However, they thought that the model was acceptable and that they had a good orchestra with modern music performed for the Victoria's Secret Fashion Show.
Dougherty Finishes 123rd at Nationals

8+6+9 = Success for UC Wrestling Team

Duncan Selected as a Finalist for the Gagliardi Trophy

Lady Bears Knocked Off by Susquehanna
The Senior captain Lindsey McIlwraith showed his strength by finishing third in the 200-yard Butterfly with a time of 2:26.49.

The Men’s 400-yard Medley relay team of Breuninger, Augelli, Beatty, and Montgomery broke some personal bests. McIlwraith followed closely by junior teammate Dan Angelilli, who finished second with a time of 2:28.64. Senior John Morency swam a beautiful race and captured third place in both the 200-yard Freestyle (2:08.12) and the 500-yard Freestyle (5:47.23). Bringing home gold into the final event of the afternoon, the 400-yard Freestyle relay team of Beatty, Rama, Montgomery, and Breuninger finished with a time of 3:08.05.

On the Women’s side, Ursinus fell to Gettysburg with a score of 138-47. Senior captain Lindsey McIlwraith led the way for the Bears finishing second in both the 100-yard Freestyle (1:36.59) and the 200-yard Butterfly (2:31.96).

"Our team is training really hard and everyone is improving in a great deal," commented Glah. "You can hardly see the difference in our performances and finishes in the meet."

Fellow senior captain Denise Kzeklewicz also had an amazing day in the water taking third place in both the 200-yard Individual Medley (2:13.09) and the 200-yard Breaststroke (2:42.84).

Newcomer freshman Lauren Neufeld came through in the long-distance events capturing third place finishes in both the 200-yard Freestyle (2:10.47) and the 500-yard Freestyle (5:49.22). In the freestyle, sophomore Jet Nolan took third place in the 50-yard Freestyle (25.93) and junior Ian O'Toole finished third in the 100-yard Freestyle (54.97).

In relay action, the Lady Bears earned third place hours in both the 400-yard Medley and Freestyle events. The Medley relay team of Nolan, Jaklewicz, Tate, and sophomore Kate Harris came in with a time of 4:39.57, while the Freestyle relay team of Glah, Schoeder, junior Abby Smith, and senior Victoria Barrosco finished with a time of 4:02.55.

The Bears travel to Arcadia University this Wednesday, Nov. 30 at 6:00 p.m. The UC team return home this Saturday, December 1, at home against Goucher College.

**Weekly Sports Report**

**Tuesday, November 27**

**Bears Basketball**

**Men’s Basketball**

Dickinson Home, 7:30pm

**Women’s Basketball**

Gettysburg Away, 7:00pm

**Swimming**

Arcadia Home, 6:00pm

**Wednesday, November 28**

**Wrestling**

Petroff Inv. @ Messiah, 11:10am

**Swimming**

ECAC Away, TBA

**Saturday, December 1**

**Wrestling**

Petroff Inv. @ Messiah, 10:00am

**Swimming**

ECAC Away, TBA

**Sunday, December 2**

**Wrestling**

ECAC Away, TBA

**Men’s Basketball**

Dickinson Home, 7:00pm

**Women’s Basketball**

Dickinson Home, 2:00pm

**Swimming**

ECAC Away, TBA

**Men’s Basketball**

Haverford Home, 7:00pm

**Wrestling**

Haverford Home, 7:00pm

**Women’s Basketball**

Haverford Home, 7:00pm

**Swimming**

ECAC Away, 6:00pm

**Wrestling**

ECAC Away, TBA

**SUN-MARine Maritime Away**

**Announcements**

I am looking for anyone interested in writing the wrestling articles and indoor track and field articles for this semester. We are still trying to find a new sports editor for the upcoming semester. If you are interested in helping at all, please e-mail reboribidge@ursinus.edu, cohrkins@ursinus.edu, or anantamavange@ursinus.edu.